Rethink Retraction.

Introducing Take 1™ Retraction Paste by KaVo Kerr. Manage soft gingival tissue with the versatility of the new Take 1™ Retraction Paste. It temporarily retracts gingival tissue and promotes moisture control and hemostasis to prepare tissue for both traditional and digital impressions, veneer or crown cementation, and class II, class III, and V restorations. Not only is it simple to apply and compatible with standard composite dispensers, but it’s also minimally invasive, gentle on tissue for enhanced patient comfort, and easy to clean up.
A better take on retraction.

Promotes Moisture Control & Hemostasis

Dual-Action paste with 15% aluminum chloride and kaolin clay to provide hemostasis while absorbing excess fluids and providing gentle retraction.

Quick Clean Up

With a quick rinse and air dry to remove residue, Take 1™ Retraction is as simple to clean up as it is to apply.

Simple Displacement

Designed to deliver quick and easy tissue displacement to enhance or replace a cord technique.

Gentle on Gingiva

Minimally invasive and gentle on tissue to enhance patient comfort.

Less waste. More value.

Prefilled unit-dose capsule helps eliminate cross-contamination.

Compatible with standard composite dispenser to eliminate the need to purchase a proprietary dispenser.

Individually packaged in foil pouches to keep material fresh and ready to use anytime a hemostatic is indicated.
Take back control with the new Take 1™ Retraction Paste.

**Take 1™ Retraction + Cord**
The low viscosity Take 1 Retraction Paste can replace the second cord in a double-cord technique to reduce pressure on thin or sensitive tissue. The cord retracts the tissue while the paste further optimizes retraction and controls moisture and bleeding.

**Take 1™ Retraction + Digital Impressions**
When you prepare teeth for digital impressions, the two-step procedure using a cord and Take 1 Retraction Paste can help you better achieve clearly defined margins. Unlike traditional impression procedures in which the material flows into the sulcus, digital impressions require further retraction. Take 1 Retraction manages gingival tissue, controls bleeding and clears the way for optimal digital impressions.

**Take 1™ Retraction + Retraction Cap**
For additional retraction in complex situations, Take 1 Retraction can be used with retraction caps for a minimum of 2 minutes to facilitate the placement of retraction paste into the sulcus. Retraction caps are included in two sizes to accommodate your needs.

---

**Low Viscosity**

Firmly seat the unit-dose tip into a composite dispenser.

Extrude paste in preparation area requiring hemostasis and gingival retraction. Leave paste in place for a minimum of 2 minutes, no longer than 10 minutes. Use retraction caps for additional gingival retraction.

Using water and air, rinse the paste completely from the sulcus. Ensure area is dry prior to the next procedural step.

**High Viscosity**

Attach the needle tip to the unit-dose and firmly seat the unit-dose into a composite dispenser.

Follow the same instructions as above.

Follow the same instructions as above.
Versatile solutions for your retraction needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Viscosity</th>
<th>High Viscosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Viscosity Take 1™ Retraction Paste</strong></td>
<td><strong>High Viscosity Take 1™ Retraction Paste</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cord + Take 1 Retraction</strong></td>
<td>You want a retraction paste that can achieve optimal retraction without the use of cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You want a retraction paste to replace the second cord in a double-cord technique</td>
<td>You want a retraction paste that provides hemostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Viscosity Take 1™ Retraction Paste</strong></td>
<td><strong>High Viscosity Take 1™ Retraction Paste</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take 1 Retraction Low Viscosity Kit</td>
<td>Take 1 Retraction High Viscosity Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Pack: 36677</td>
<td>15 Pack: 36673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) 0.4 gram unidose, (10) large retraction caps and (10) regular retraction caps, (1) Instructions for Use</td>
<td>(15) 0.5 gram unidose, (30) dispensing tips, (10) large retraction caps and (10) regular retraction caps, (1) Instructions for Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 Pack: 36678</td>
<td>60 Pack: 36674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(60) 0.4 gram unidose, (30) large retraction caps and (30) regular retraction caps, (1) Instructions for Use</td>
<td>(60) 0.5 gram unidose, (120) dispensing tips, (30) large retraction caps and (30) regular retraction caps, (1) Instructions for Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit Go.KavoKerr.com/Take1Retract or call (877) 685-1484 for more information.